Cognitive impairment affects an estimated 16 million people in the United States. Wandering is a concerning behavior associated with cognitive impairment, as it may threaten patient safety. The risks posed by wandering place severe burdens on both professional and informal caregivers, as well as law enforcement institutions throughout the United States. As such, location trackers that could reduce this burden have become increasingly prevalent. With many assistive technologies, the substantial promise of location trackers is counterbalanced by potential pitfalls with respect to issues of privacy and autonomy. This article reviews the ethical issues raised by electronic monitoring of cognitively impaired persons, with the goal of transcending a narrow focus on decisional capacity in favor of a patient-centered framework that is applicable and adjustable at different stages of cognitive decline. Balancing the ethical principles of beneficence and respect in treating cognitively impaired persons goes beyond the necessary step of evaluating decision-making capacity to include partnering with families, caretakers, and cognitively impaired individuals who wander in a collaborative coalition of care. An approach emphasizing the individual needs of patients and caretakers is best suited to finding solutions that implement tracking technologies in ways that both protect and empower the cognitively impaired. (J Am Board Fam Med 2017;30:258–263.)
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cate cognitively impaired individuals who elope from their caregivers\textsuperscript{5,6} (Table 1). It is estimated that between 3% and 5% of seniors in many technologically advanced countries are using mobile monitoring systems; the total number of individuals monitored by such telecare systems in North America and Europe is expected to jump from 450,000 in 2015 to nearly 3.4 million by 2021.\textsuperscript{9}

For example, a patient with amnestic mild cognitive impairment who is still driving might benefit from wearing a location tracker. A location-based tagging system could be potentially life-saving for a patient with moderate Alzheimer disease who could wander outside alone and quickly become lost and exposed to various risks. These devices, which quickly locate the individual or notify a designated party when the individual has wandered, facilitate remote monitoring of the cognitively impaired, thereby providing peace of mind to many caregivers, protecting patients, and preserving public resources.

Given their role in alleviating anxiety over patient well-being, tracking devices have been widely embraced in both professional and informal care settings.\textsuperscript{10} Although a 2016 Canadian study found no data on the rate of adoption in dementia care,\textsuperscript{11} observational studies indicate the steady popularity of location trackers among caregivers.\textsuperscript{12} Decisions about whether and how to use the technology should remain a matter of ethical concern. This Ethics Feature reviews the sensitive issues raised by electronic monitoring of cognitively impaired people and then seeks to transcend a narrow focus on decisional capacity in favor of a patient-centered approach that embraces the cognitively impaired individual who wanders as a key collaborator in a coalition of care.

**For Whose Benefit?**

Assistive tracking technologies require striking a balance among competing values at the intersection of physical safety and personal liberty\textsuperscript{5,13,14} (Table 2). Used effectively, the additional safeguards provided by remote monitoring can allow individuals freedom to travel within a prescribed area, thereby mitigating the need to restrict movement via direct supervision or physical restraints. The inherent nature of remote surveillance threatens to offend dignity and erode privacy. The devices may be liable to overuse as a replacement for human contact.

The preferences of family caretakers are an important consideration, given the tremendous sacri-

---

**Table 1. Typology of Electronic Monitoring for Cognitively Impaired Individuals**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| GPS                 | - Device receives satellite signals to calculate wearer's position, then relays it to the appropriate party  
 |                     | - Highly accurate  
 |                     | - Covers large areas  
 |                     | - Requires clear path/unimpeded signals  
 |                     | - Enable virtual boundaries that trigger an alert when crossed  
 |                     | - Speed and accuracy can be augmented with Assisted GPS or Bluetooth technology  
 |                     | - Examples: GPS Smart Shoe, Tracking System Direct wristwatch, Comfort Zone mobile phone, Keruve wristwatch and receiver, Project Lifesaver Protect, and Locate digital watch and receiver |
| Radiofrequency      | - Device emits radio waves to a locating antenna  
 |                     | - Signal detectable on ground or by air  
 |                     | - Receiver must be tuned to the appropriate frequency  
 |                     | - Limited signal range  
 |                     | - Can be manually activated or used to create a virtual boundary  
 |                     | - Radiofrequency identification creates a “tag” to track individuals each time they pass through an area  
 |                     | - Examples: Project Lifesaver locating device, LoJack Safety Net |
| Cellular triangulation | - Device connects to the network and communicates with cellular towers  
 |                     | - Connects with the closest tower to conserve power  
 |                     | - Assisted GPS combines cellular and satellite positioning |

GPS, global positioning system.
fices and burdens in caring for cognitively impaired individuals. While the vast majority of such caretakers operate according to the best interests of their loved ones, they tend to define those interests primarily in terms of physical protection.

Some data contradict the notion that electronic care surveillance necessarily sacrifices liberty for safety. In 1 Swedish study, 16 of 17 seniors perceived such surveillance as positively affecting their ability to live independently, which in turn actually

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ethical Principle</th>
<th>Concerns in Electronic Tracking</th>
<th>Best Practices for Developing Care Plans</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Liberty&lt;sup&gt;15–18&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>• Virtual boundaries or alarms may function as restrictions on movement</td>
<td>• Consider how electronic tracking may obviate or postpone the necessity of more restrictive care settings&lt;sup&gt;17&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Privacy&lt;sup&gt;15,16,18,20&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>• Devices enable constant surveillance</td>
<td>• Assess how remote monitoring may replace physical barriers and enhance freedom of movement&lt;sup&gt;18,19&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dignity&lt;sup&gt;15,16,18,20&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>• Tracking devices may have negative connotations (eg, criminal justice, animals, packages, “big brother”)&lt;sup&gt;18&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>• Incorporate tracking into care plans to promote, rather than restrict, independence&lt;sup&gt;18&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respect for persons, including autonomy&lt;sup&gt;15,20–22&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>• Individual’s capacity to consent may be compromised and fluctuating&lt;sup&gt;15&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>• Consider whether lower-technology solutions that invade privacy less may be sufficient (eg, registration systems, personalized identification cards, emergency response services that can be activated by phone)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• How and when the cognitively impaired individual is engaged in discussion can be critical&lt;sup&gt;20&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>• Limit access to tracking data to only those who need it and/or those whom the individual wants to receive it&lt;sup&gt;15&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Efficacy of the device may rely on the cognitively impaired person remembering or choosing to affix it before walking</td>
<td>• Ensure tracking system is secure&lt;sup&gt;17&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Wandering poses significant risks of morbidity and mortality to cognitively impaired persons but can also be beneficial</td>
<td>• Differentiate “best interests” and “best medical interests,” especially where the latter may impinge on the former&lt;sup&gt;14&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Mitigating risks for cognitively impaired persons may necessitate foregoing benefits valued by the individual&lt;sup&gt;20,23&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>• Ensure devices are discrete&lt;sup&gt;19&lt;/sup&gt; and part of an overall plan that is individualized and consistently reassessed&lt;sup&gt;17&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Concerns about wandering may compromise caregiver well-being&lt;sup&gt;15,18&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>• Avoid deception, in terms of both hiding the device or concealing its purpose from the cognitively impaired individual&lt;sup&gt;18&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Consider reasons for the cognitively impaired person’s wandering, including whether it is a manifestation of an unmet need (eg, exercise, companionship)&lt;sup&gt;15&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>• Convene the cognitively impaired person, loved ones, and caregivers as a collaborative team when feasible and as early in the stages of degenerative impairment as possible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Counsel that surveillance is not a quick fix or substitute for personal care, but part of a comprehensive care plan&lt;sup&gt;15,17&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>• Maximize the cognitively impaired person’s involvement and input, irrespective of ability to consent&lt;sup&gt;17,24&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Table 2. Ethical Considerations and Recommendations in Electronic Tracking of Cognitively Impaired Individuals

---
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enhanced their sense of privacy. The seniors selected for that study, ranging from 68 to 96 years old, were living alone and capable of being interviewed, but they also were sufficiently vulnerable to health risks to have previously been provided with manually activated safety alarms. These findings provide a useful reminder that the intrusions of electronic tracking must be assessed in light of other, potentially more restrictive options for protecting the cognitively impaired. In “allowing the wanderer to wander,” surveillance technologies may empower individuals with dementia by accommodating rather than restricting their behavior.

A Necessary Trade-off?
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights enshrines both privacy and freedom of movement as fundamental rights. Cognitively impaired individuals represent a vulnerable population whose rights must be protected along with their safety, especially in the context of determining how to use progressive technologies. Electronic surveillance issues in the United States have largely been adjudicated in the criminal context, focusing on the constitutional right to be free from arbitrary government intrusions, not from private encroachments. Technology has compelled the evolution of constitutional doctrine by facilitating the pervasiveness of government surveillance. Reasonable expectations of privacy may diminish as the public accepts trade-offs for convenience; alternatively, new technological encroachments may necessitate expanding traditional safeguards.

In the context of care for the cognitively impaired, private litigation over location monitoring remains unlikely because of the high level of support among afflicted individuals’ family members. Familial caretakers are often more enthusiastic about the technology than health care professionals. Families tend to support the use of electronic tracking most strongly when they are directly responsible for their loved ones’ care. The management of wandering requires an appraisal of risk tolerance among stakeholders, including patients, families, and the caregiving team.

It is not always clear-cut whether the safety benefits of surveillance outweigh the risks to personal liberty. Additional research could shed light on the experiences of both caregivers and cognitively impaired individuals with electronic tracking. Determining the extent to which patients’ and caregivers’ preferences align can inform the debate over whether location monitoring requires a trade-off of privacy for security, or whether it can be squared with the liberty interests of cognitively impaired individuals on a stand-alone basis. To date, the dominance of the discussion by professional commentators risks overlooking the “actual experience of usage” by both patients and carers, thereby skewing the analysis toward presumed tension even where the effects of electronic tracking may be perceived as mutually beneficial by all parties. The “experience-distorting technical language” often used to describe family caregiving should not obscure the “close experiential language of actually doing it.”

Beyond Decisional Capacity
Providing medical informed consent requires capacity, or the ability to comprehend information and communicate clear preferences about proposed courses of action. A central challenge of caring for cognitively impaired individuals is that the legal framework defines capacity at any point in time as either “present” or “absent.” Compromised and fluctuating capacity does not fit neatly into this dichotomous construct, with patient choice at one end and proxy decision making on the other. Individuals whose wandering behavior necessitates electronic monitoring are likely to be experiencing moderate to severe cognitive impairment that situates them squarely in this nebulous zone. Borderline and variable capacity in neurodegenerative dementias underscores the importance of approaching the affected individual at the right time and in the right way in order to maximize the potential for meaningful engagement.

In the absence of advance planning documents wherein the individual made choices before their capacity deteriorated, surrogate decision-makers are often left to navigate the terrain of deciphering what the individual would have wanted (substituted judgment) or deciding what is in the individual’s best interests. A joint decision-making model that seeks and accords weight to the input of individuals with cognitive impairment can help bridge the gap between situations where capacity is variable and diminished, and the onset of consistent need for proxy decision making.
Cases where the patient readily can and does provide informed consent to electronic surveillance are straightforward but may be atypical. Irrespective of whether the cognitively impaired individual has been legally declared incompetent or clinically deemed incapacitated, their input into health care decisions should be maximized through active physician-patient collaboration. People with compromised decisional capacity can retain the capacity to express values, preferences, and goals. In fostering this dialog, physicians balance the ethical principles of beneficence and respect for persons, which incorporates autonomy. An incompetent or incapacitated patient’s rejection of electronic tracking may justifiably yield to competing priorities, including safety, appropriate care, and the feasible burden on caregivers. Deception is usually inappropriate.

A key principle animating decisions about the use of electronic tracking tools for cognitively impaired persons is to recognize that autonomy encompasses more than decisional capacity, and does not cease to matter as capacity wanes. When physicians speak of patient autonomy, they tend to mean both the capacity to make independent choices and the values and beliefs that make individuals who they are. As the former deteriorates, protective interventions (such as assistive technologies) may prove necessary to keep individuals safe. The latter retains its ethical force across the capacity continuum.

Translated into clinical guidance, the persistence of patient autonomy means that the tenets of patient-centered care remain relevant even when the lucidity of the individual is compromised. Properly balancing safety and autonomy includes soliciting the engagement of the cognitively impaired individual in discussions around electronic tracking, even when obtaining informed consent is not possible. When patients and families are considering the use of surveillance tools, certain key principles can help physicians act as educators and advocates for cognitively impaired individuals (Table 2).

Conclusions
The problem of wandering is real, with negative repercussions at the individual, caregiver, and societal levels. In view of the large and growing population of cognitively impaired individuals, electronic tracking devices may become integral to the prevention and mitigation of this phenomenon. As researchers evaluate the impact, utility, and cost-effectiveness of using these progressive technologies, it is imperative to engage simultaneously the profound ethical issues at play and to inquire how electronic surveillance can either erode or augment the liberty and privacy of tracked individuals.

Although no technology can ever replace the centrality of human care, electronic monitoring devices represent an additional tool to assist families, facilities, and public safety agencies in countering the threat posed by wandering. Various organizations have promulgated helpful guidance that can serve as a starting point for making decisions about the use of surveillance tools. These statements do not provide prescriptive rules, but rather give overviews of the practical and ethical considerations in deciding when and how to implement electronic monitoring.

Balancing the safety and autonomy of cognitively impaired people entails more than just evaluating their decision-making capacity; it also requires implementing tracking technologies in ways that accord with their dignity as individuals. An approach emphasizing the individual needs of patients and caretakers is best suited to finding solutions that both protect and empower the cognitively impaired. Physicians, as counselors to patients and their loved ones, are uniquely suited to ensure that cognitively impaired individuals’ voices are not lost, even when their capacity to consent is reduced.

To see this article online, please go to: http://jabfm.org/content/30/2/258.full.
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